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Battery - Operated Crimpers are inspected for quality and tested for safety. 
We foHow ISO 9001: 2000/ ISO 14001: 2004/ IECQ QC 080001/ OHSAS 18001: 2007 

TTENTION! 

Safe Operation & Maintenance lnstructions must be followed. 

-Recommend for indoor use **















Operating lnstructions 

1. Slide the charged battery into the handle of the

powertool and press untill you hear a click. The I

should be secured and unmoveable.

2. Press the release bottom to release the

the hydraulic pressure in the tool. The tool 

is ready to use when the piston returns to the 

starting position. 

3. lnstall the dies inta the die holder.

Make sure the dies are matching and seated correctly.

4. Hold the cable/lug and crimper head in position. Press

the trigger to advance the pisten. Ensure the cable/lug

is at center of crmper head.

5. Carbon Brush Motor life-cycle !imitation @ 12,000times

under 700bar continue operation.
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Operating lnstructions Cont. 
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6. The operation completes when the hydraulic
pressure reaches 380 bar
and the safety relief valve is activated.l

7. Press the release bottom to retract the piston.

8. Repeat steps to perform the remaining according to your requirement.

9. Cleaning the tool before storing in the case. Always store the tool in its case
with the cylinder piston fully retracted.

TTENTION! 

Do not put your fingers through the blade of the cutter to remove the cable, 

when the battery pack is in place and you are holding the tool with your other 

hand. Pay attention! The piston and blade advance quickly and if the trigger is 

accidentally pressed it can result in serious damage to your hand. For safety, 

remove the battery pack whenever the tool is sitting idly. Do not use this tool 

when you are tired or distracted. Keep away from children. 



Operating lnstructions Cont. - LED Light & Battery Light

■ The LED is located on the top of the housing and will be on when you

press the trigger. The light will be off after 10 seconds once the tool is

not in operation mode.

■ The battery light indicate the batte1ry level / voltage or abnorma! problem

with the tool. 

1. Once the red light is flushing, it indicates there is a problem with the tool.

2. Once the red light is on, it indicates no battery and can't be operate.

3. The battery level can also be check at the back of the battery.
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